IT has carefully selected business-class models and configurations that will provide ample performance, features and durability for the needs of nearly all PCC managers, faculty and staff. We design enterprise systems with these models in mind, so they offer the best compatibility with PCC technology in general.

If you have unusual circumstances that require specialized hardware, please explain your situation when you submit your purchase request to itbuy@pcc.edu.

Technical specifications, details and photos on the [IT Quote Request](#).

**DELL DESKTOP COMPUTERS**

- Optiplex 7060 Small Form Factor (does not include monitor)  
  Total Price: $1042.00
- Optiplex 7060 Mini Tower (does not include monitor)  
  Total Price: $1102.00

**APPLE DESKTOP COMPUTER**

- iMac 21.5" with Retina 4K display (with AppleCare)  
  Total Price: $1578.00

**DELL MONITORS**

- Dell 19" Monitor P1917S  
  Total Price: $155.00
- Dell 23" Monitor P2319H  
  Total Price: $169.00

**DELL Laptops**

- Latitude 5490 14" (without docking station)  
  Total Price: $1422.00
- Latitude 5590 15" (without docking station)  
  Total Price: $1477.00
- Latitude 7290 12" (without docking station)  
  Total Price: $1348.00

**DELL DOCKING STATION**

- Dell WD15 180w docking station (supports dual Dell monitors) (for Latitude 5480, 5590 and Latitude 7290)  
  Total Price: $137.00

**APPLE LAPTOPS**

- MacBook Pro 13" Touch Bar (with AppleCare) (without docking station)  
  Total Price: $1898.00
- MacBook Pro 15" Touch Bar (with AppleCare) (without docking station)  
  Total Price: $2508.00

**APPLE DOCKING STATION**

- StarTech Thunderbolt 3 docking station (supports single Dell monitor only)  
  Total Cost: $269.00 (estimate-market price varies)

**APPLE iPAD**

- Apple iPad  
  Total Cost: $358.00
- Apple iPad Smart Cover  
  Total Cost: $39.00

**MICROSOFT SURFACE PRO**

- Microsoft Surface Pro - Core i5 7300U - 8 GB RAM - 256 GB SSD  
  $885.00 (estimate-market price varies)
- Surface Pro Pen (sold separately)  
  $80.00 (estimate-market price varies)
- Surface Pro Type Case  
  $106.00 (estimate-market price varies)
Prices are not listed for the items on this page, as pricing can vary daily.

**SCANNERS**

Photo and Slide Scanning

- Epson Perfection V300 Photo Color Scanner (Black)

General Document Scanning

- Fujitsu ScanSnap iX500 Deluxe Bundle Instant PDF Sheet-Fed Scanner

Dedicated Workstation Batch Document Scanners

- Fujitsu fi-7160- (Document Feeder Only)
- Fujitsu fi-7160 document imaging scanner
- Fujitsu fi-7260- (Document Feeder and Flatbed Scanner)
- Fujitsu fi-7260 document imaging scanner

**TELEPHONE HEADSETS**

- Plantronics CS510 - headset, single ear style
- Plantronics CS520 - headset, double ear style
- Plantronics CS530 - in-ear style